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Industrial Context: Past, Present & Future 

 

On the 18th century, the world witnessed a large revolutionary process that would change our lives 

until today. This process was the Industrial Revolution and it had Europe as its main stage for being the 

most developed and capable at the time to trigger these transformations. (Mokyr 1999) The process of 

Industrialization started in Great Britain around the 50’s of the 18th century. The defining moment of the 

beginning of the Industrialization process was the invention of the Steam Engine by James Watt. The 

steam engine transformed rudimentary processes of manufacturing into quicker and more automatized 

processes to reply to an increasing demand of manufactured goods (Gombrich 2010: pp.283-292). 

The larger production and rising demand led to a necessity to have larger buildings and expansions 

that were not possible in city centres. Many industries met their demise with an incapacity to reply to 

demand and expand going bankrupt and ceasing their functions (Smith n.d.:pp.1-9). 

Industrial buildings are defined by their functionalist structure to serve a manufacturing purpose and 

have a quality workspace. However, the definition of a functional aesthetic has created a gap towards 

other civic buildings that are heritage (Jevremovic, Vasic, Jordanovic 2012: pp.81-88). 

Industrial Architecture has had common concerns regarding safety, quality of work space and 

pioneering in the use of the new materials. The development of Industrial Architecture can be defined 

in 4 times: before the WWI with the former mills; the influence of Albert Kahn and the new use of the 

new materials; the Modern movement with architects starting to discuss the Industrial programme and 

finally the aftermath of the WWII that comes in continuity with the Modern movement standards 

(Jevremovic, Vasic, Jordanovic 2012: pp.81-88). 

The real value of Industrial Heritage and a conscience towards its importance as a physical testimony 

of urban, architectural, technological and socio-economic changes, only happens after the demolition of 

significant pieces of heritage. The most famous example is the Euston Station demolished in 1962. The 

demolition of significant pieces lead to the creation of Industrial Archaeology. Here the role of Kenneth 

Hudson was key in the definition of this field of knowledge that focuses on the defence and study of 

significant pieces of Industrial Heritage. This study englobes wide areas of knowledge in a 

multidisciplinary approach (Serrano 2010). 

The rise of interest developed organizations such as the TICCIH that deals with the study, listing and 

protection of Industrial Heritage in an International level. The Industrial Heritage Charter of Nizhny Tagil 

(TICCIH 2003), comes to define the timeline of Industrial heritage and highlights the importance of social 

values related to Industrial Heritage. The role of the charter is to identify, study, protect, maintain, 

educate and create a conscience towards Industrial Heritage (TICCIH 2003). 

The end of a functional life of many Industrial buildings has led to abandonment and decay. Changes 

in an economic landscape defined the demise of these singular structures leaving them to perish. A 

desire of younger communities, struggling in a globalized world, to reoccupy these spaces with 
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authenticity, character, memory and urban relationships (Moreira 2013: pp.168-184); plus, a human 

condition of constant delight and attraction towards ruins as nostalgic places and catalysts for the future 

(Dillon 2011) have turned former Industrial Sites into desirable locations. A strong capacity to adapt, a 

desirable location, with a beneficial cost/location relation and a praised aesthetic turn these derelict sites 

into trendy locations for urban revitalization processes (Jevremovic, Vasic, Jordanovic 2012: pp.81-88). 

These dense spaces are marginal areas that bring back the unexpected and the singular to urban 

environments. Their vacancy opens an informality of occupation that enrich cities and their complex 

structure (Pires 2013: pp.29-35). However, the allure towards Industrial spaces may endanger their 

future if the transformations done are only to maintain an Industrial aesthetic, neglecting the full 

comprehension of Industrial spaces (Moreira 2014: pp.1-6). 

The ruinous state of these structure highlights that these are no longer Industrial Spaces. Their 

advanced state of decay, actions of vandalism and a disinterest in them has defined a new spatial 

condition: The Post-Industrial. The recognition of a Post-Industrial condition comes from a temporal gap 

between an Industrial facility and a ruin state that has left a sense of absence and many incoherent 

features. These spaces are dense and saturated with immaterial values such as memories, stories and 

are now available for new layers to be added (Moreira 2014: pp 1-6). 

Future interventions in these areas, should not focus solely in tectonical, spatial and structural 

matters. A continuity in the idea of these buildings as mere skins for functional needs should be avoided. 

The relationship between content/container should be intense and establish dialogues and relationships 

with these immaterial values. The memory of these of these spaces should be known, studied and 

incorporated in a spatial experience (Moreira 2013:pp.168-184). However, this memory should not be 

present in a blunt way or in a way that prevents the capacity to be transformed (Fernandez-Galiano 

2016:p.3). 

The age of the cathedrals has ended for a few decades (Sant’Elia 1914)., leaving us questioning 

what are the building of our time (Farago 2015). Some claim that museums are the new cathedrals. The 

same idea can be applied to the existing Industrial Buildings. They may not have the architectural detail 

and prowess of cathedrals and museums, but they have unique features that make them singular. Their 

humble functional tectonics still allows them to become icons and landmarks, offering overwhelming 

spatial experiences, like the transcendency felt in cathedrals and museums (Farago 2015). These 

buildings have a capacity of becoming extensions of the public space offering new and unique typologies 

of urban collective space. 

 

 Building on the built: Reconversion, Reuse, Adaption  

 

To reoccupy and transform Industrial buildings housing new uses is a sustainable option, preserving 

and enhancing values for future generations. To understand interventions in the Industrial Heritage it is 

important to know their distinct conditions. These derelict areas are in a in between scale, between an 
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urban scale and an architectural scale. Therefore, an understanding of urban heritage and architectural 

heritage preservation is crucial for their development (Oevermann 2016: pp.268-273). 

Cities today are being witnessing processes of gentrification with people desiring to go back to city 

centres renewing obsolete structures that are part of the urban mesh (Rodrigues 2016: pp.101-109). 

Cities are a layered system with different components, this complex system is formed by unitary 

elements that compose a whole. These layers are time layers that are added with the transformations 

that occur. These layers turn cities into living organisms that are left with no option but to adapt and 

change with the passing of time. To musealize cities is to turn them fragile and defacing them from their 

values and future changes (Choay 2000: pp.129-138).  

Cities are places of “Collective Memory” (Boyer 1996). These memories belong to the communities 

and users of cities, that should be part of the processes of transformation of the urban public space. To 

intervene in cities is to add layers and values, it is to develop an exercise in continuity with a pre-existing 

reality (Boyer 1996). The using of the Collective Memories enables a more sensitive and rooted 

reimagination of the collective spaces.  

Industrial Heritage is often well located within urban environments or well linked due to a past 

investment in accessibility infrastructures. The settlement of Industrial Buildings in cities is diverse 

changing in location and time. Taking in account spatial boundaries, internal structures, main solids, 

position of the main solids, accessibility and representational features, there are 5 Industrial Typologies: 

Solitaire, City within a city, urban block, row and axial complex. To define these urban typologies is 

important to be able to compare different sites and define the quality of their transformation. The success 

of these transformation has a direct relation with the enhancing and clarifying of these typological 

features (Oevermann 2016: pp.268-273). 

The success of an adaptive reuse process is strongly linked to its urban qualities. Only recently 

Industrial buildings have been reoccupied due to an increasing demand of singular spaces that are 

adaptable to distinct lifestyles of new urban communities. These singular spaces have pre-existing 

features that should be taken as starting points for transformation processes (Meurs, Steenhuis 2017: 

pp.8-12;32-36). These Industrial gaps are opportunities to rethink cities through the development of a 

cultural identity (Smith n.d.:pp.1-9). 

There are three ways to transform these obsolete structures: Reconversion, Reuse  and Adaption, 

these are based on the values of design, cultural value and technology (Kulpers, Jonge 2017). To 

reconvert buildings is to conserve and to bring the building back to a previous known state, updating 

technical requirements to reply to a new use. To reuse is to leave a sense of imperfectness either 

because of lack of funds or a desire to achieve authenticity and honesty, resulting in minimal 

interventions. To adapt is to make a clear distinction between times using a contrasting approach to 

merge the old with the new. (Meurs, Steenhuis 2017: pp.8-12;32-36).  
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Manufactured Realities: Portugal and the Netherlands 

 

The previously discussed urban and architectural concepts are dependent on their cultural context. 

Portugal and the Netherlands appear as two supports for the development of a discussion of approaches 

towards Industrial Heritage, offering a wider range of examples and possibilities that stimulates 

discussion and promotes further rethinking. They developed their culture in different ways and both 

suffered the effects of a late industrialization (1850 Portugal and 1870 the Netherlands).  

Portugal’s Industrial revolution developed itself essentially in 2 moments. A first moment in the 19th 

century with an investment in infra-structural terms. A second moment with a bigger Industrialization 

that happened in 20th century after the rise of the fascist regime in the 30’s. The rise in construction of 

Industrial facilities was in no way synonym to a development of architecture. New materials such as 

concrete, were used in the development of a nationalist style instead of opportunities to think in modern 

functionalist and rationalist ways (Tostões 2005: pp.60-71). 

Portugal’s attitude towards architecture is a conservative one due to a distant contact with exterior 

models and the capacity to reinterpret them, plus a study of interior models (Costa 1994: pp.940-948). 

The attitude towards heritage is not different choosing to develop an idea of unity and clarity of the whole 

in heritage transformations (Rosas 2005:pp.1-15). 

In the Netherlands, the Industrialization process was late and essentially felt outside of the major 

cities. These major cities were often confined by walls that prevented an urban sprawl for the 

development of Industry. The new Industries settled in smaller villages in the Brabaant region, having a 

major impact in their development. These industries started usually in small home units as family 

businesses developing various typologies within cities, culminating in larger production halls (Musch 

2017). 

The Netherlands attitude towards architecture is more innovative and radical praising the 

experimentation with technology (Lootsma 2000). The attitude towards heritage is also radical, 

transformations and demolitions are accepted if necessary. This approach towards heritage is based on 

the idea that monuments are the most mutable elements in urban environment and that the real cultural 

heritage is the people (Strolenberg 2017: pp.14-19). 

The transformation of Industrial Heritage is known to be important and efficient in processes of urban 

revitalization, developing urban character and urban narratives on cities that often were dependent in 

their industrial development lacking a historical core as base (Van Boom, Mommaas 2010). These 

processes should not strive to develop new architectural gems or museums but contemplate 

infrastructures that facilitate accessibility to these sites (Landry 2012). The redevelopment of Industrial 

Heritage is based on innovation, creativity and use local hardware to develop a regional character to 

reply to a global economy. This can be strengthened by inclusion of education institutions that attract 

talent and younger crowds that later develop a socio-cultural buzz in cities (Van Boom, Mommaas 2010). 
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The examples of the LX Factory (Lisbon) and Strijp-S (Eindhoven) illustrate an opening of forbidden 

Industrial grounds to the community. Cities are enriched with the discovery of new territories that have 

a singular atmosphere developing new urban centralities. The opening of large sites reveals ambiguous 

and undefined public spaces that are still in development. The Industrial buildings are reoccupied by 

creative businesses and a socio-cultural offer. 

The Faculdade de Arquitectura de Évora (Évora) and the Community College ROC Twente Hengelo 

(Hengelo) exemplify the capacity of a former Industrial site to house educational programs with new 

facilities attracting young crowds from the country and the region to these cities. These buildings also 

offer diverse spaces for the community becoming extensions of the public space that sometimes is non-

existent. New facilities in the city are developed to reply to demands of new students. 

Some Industrial buildings are remarkable and unavoidable presence in the urban landscape. Their 

scale and singular aesthetic makes them recognizable and cultural icons of cities. These structures are 

iconic and versatile has they englobe large variety of structural typologies that ensure further adaptability 

(Zumthor, Durisch, Keusch 2014). These buildings are a familiar presence in the urban landscape 

becoming cultural icons. This cultural quality facilitates the acceptance of communities towards a future 

transformation that uses these structures, often in decay. 

The Silos Contentor Criativo (Caldas da Rainha) and the Maasilos (Rotterdam) are both distinct 

Industrial structures of former grain mills. Their iconic presence in the urban context has put them on 

top of them list for reuse approaches by creative communities. Their scale prevents a deeper 

intervention, maintaining a unique and distinct Industrial atmosphere that is praised by the users. These 

buildings have wide offer of interior spaces with different character functioning through day and night. 

In both cases the introvert character and scale of the structures is seen a possibility to articulate urban 

territories. 

The Oliva Factory (São João da Madeira) and the Van Nelle Fabriek (Rotterdam) are also distinct 

examples for their expression. Both have iconic features that mark them in the urban landscape, either 

by plastic features like the Oliva factory, or by a modern aesthetic as the Van Nelle. In both these cases 

a care for their expression is taken as they are subject to restoration processes to give them back their 

past features as testimonies of technological progress. Both buildings are occupied now by creative 

agencies and innovation businesses.  

The versatility of Industrial buildings stands on their diverse structural typologies that define generic 

spaces with good working conditions that are easily reoccupied by new uses. The variety of programs 

is quite large dealing with a wide array of approaches. 

The musealization of Industrial buildings is quite often having two main destinies: museums of an 

Industrial Past and museums of contemporary art. The museums of an Industrial past work as 

testimonies of the past functions to develop a conscience towards Industrial Heritage. These museums 

can become touristic hotspots or offer other public facilities for parallel functions, while maintaining a 

component of study and research.  
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Museums of Art are where the standard art galleries are questioned, developing new ways to exhibit 

and developing relations between art and space. These conversions to art museums develop a cultural 

value in the location. The conversion of Industrial sites to museums is quite common, however the 

traditional museums interact very little with communities. This traditional approach detaches these 

buildings from the urban life, isolating them as frozen objects that no longer adapt or change with the 

surrounding environment (OMA 2014). 

A more radical program is the conversion to housing. The conversion of Industrial sites to housing is 

an interesting exercise in the development of new ways of inhabiting and living pre-existing Industrial 

structures. They become possibilities to inhabit central locations in the city for cheap prices. 

An architectural prowess also defines the destiny of transformations of Industrial buildings. If an 

architectural expression is quite present in the original building, the transformation is minimal to maintain 

the authentic character but allowing the new uses to be functional. If the architectural expression is not 

significant or is in an advanced state of decay, the intervention is deeper and more radical, developing 

interesting spatial exercises in the occupation of these buildings. 

The large scale that these sites have, enables them to become public spaces that can house large 

events offering a variety of spaces with unique character and atmosphere. These larger interventions 

can turn Brownfields into Greenfields for the benefit of the surrounding communities 

Most of the transformations of Industrial buildings have a creative component either as primary or 

secondary. When the creative hub function is primary, a slow redevelopment of full areas is triggered 

having effects on the community through the attraction of a socio-cultural buzz. 

In the 60’s, Andy Warhol was already pioneering this typology of creative occupation with “The 

Factory”. Although the venue changed various times its location, the defining feature of “The Factory” 

was its atmosphere of constant buzz and production on a generic apartment space. Warhol took 

advantage of this unique atmosphere populated with many distinct characters to be inspired and have 

critics for his own work, building a sense of a creative community 

A shift in economy from a manufacturing age to a digital age, has developed new ways of production. 

Industrial spaces today are still spaces of production that now reply to a new global economy. Large 

Industrial sites are being reoccupied by smaller grain companies that now use smaller manufacturing 

machines. These spaces become the stage for collectives of creatives to stimulate each other and 

flourish in what are called the “Layered factories” (Rappaport 2016:pp.283-288).  

 

Conclusive Notes: Industrial Heritage/ Industrial Inheritance 

 

Industrial structures represent problems and opportunities in cities. These structures should follow 

the same idea of development and transformations as cities, maintaining their essence and original 
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flows, but being able to adapt and change. Industrial Heritage is not a standard monument, they are 

mundane and functional structures. Their pragmatic features should be praised as a possibility of 

transformation and should not be regarded as untouchable. Their functionality is their best chance of 

becoming part of the orbit of the urban life in the future. 

To apply the lunchbox paradigm (Musch 2017) to Industrial structures is to deface them of their 

qualities and possibilities as urban elements. Opening these forbidden sites leads to the discovery of 

new and creative typologies of public spaces, often equipped with good accessibility conditions. These 

new informal and singular spaces are an opportunity to articulate urban territories. 

The new occupations of Industrial Sites maintain a continuity of use. These spaces are still used for 

production, for the development of a community feeling and a constant buzz brought by the flows of 

people. Once the spaces of a mass, fast and standardized production, they are now becoming the 

spaces of the smaller production of the singular, the unique and the development of an identity. Industrial 

spaces and production remains, but the resulting products are different. 

The existing Industrial structures may become the cathedrals of our time due to their overwhelming 

tectonic features, however a more humane condition should be highlighted. These structures have a 

strong capacity to connect with us in a more intimate way through their informality and immaterial values. 

We are touched by their poetic narratives of non-neutral spaces that evoke in us feelings of melancholy, 

nostalgia and affection. 

Although the future may seem secure with these creative developments, a feeling of uncertainty 

remains. The scale of these structures highlights that these transformations are still in process. Even 

though we may see now an immediate success it is hard to ensure the full success in the future. These 

transformations need to have a strong idea behind them and keep in mind that these developments 

should be open-ended approaches. These are exercises in continuity that we are still learning how to 

do, as we have yet to find the proper way to incorporate immaterial values in a sensitive and intelligent 

way. 

Today we may think that we have the right solutions for these spaces but, maybe we are being 

victims of a paradigm of our contemporary times, ending up being the ones responsible for their demise 

yet again. We have no other choice than to leave time separate the essential from the futile, with a 

certain amount of luck and a capacity to dream. 
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